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WHO ARE WE?
Miranda Partners is a consulting firm based in Mexico City,
specialized in Investor Relations, Media & PR, Global Equity
and Credit Research, ESG, Financial Advisory, People Advisory
and Digital Design. Our team is made up of over 60
collaborators.

At Miranda-IR we work hand-in-hand with each client to
create a successful investor relations strategy. We focus on
maximizing the quality of communication materials, helping
our clients to improve the market's perception of the
company.
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OUR DIVISIONS
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WHY MIRANDA IR?
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Business 
intelligence

Face to face 
support

Custom 
solutions

Global 
vision and 
experience

Personalized 
attention

Experience 
in financial 

markets

Effective 
communication

Multicultural 
team
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OUR SERVICES

Investment Thesis
Development

Miranda Newswire Targeting and Market
Feedback

Quarterly Reporting
Support IR WebsiteMiranda Zoom

Investor Events
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IPO Advisory In-Depth IR Diagnosis

Other IR Materials

* All of our services are tailored to the needs of each client.
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INVESTMENT THESIS DEVELOPMENT
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Analysis of the 
company’s strenghts

and advantages

Answer the question: 
why should I invest in 

the company?

Corporate presentation 
development and 

support
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Mailing the earnings release and call invite to
investors and analysts.

Kick-off meeting with the top-management to 
understand the results.

Support in the design, writing, translation and 
editing of the quarterly report.

Support writing and editing the script and 
presentation for the earnings call.

Organizing the earnings call on Zoom.

Preparing list of potential 
questions for the call.

Quarterly or semmi-anual perception study.

QUARTERLY REPORTING SUPPORT
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MIRANDA ZOOM
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Custom videoconference calls for earnings results presentations, investor days, special events, etc. The service
includes:

Mailing details of the videoconference call.

Practice session before the conference.

Operator service (in English or Spanish).

Tech and live support. 

Question-and-answer session management.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ Attendee report and conference call recording.

✓
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IR WEBSITE
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Graphic styling and 
interface generation in 

English and Spanish

Development of a new 
structure based on the 
website of your peers

and the industry’s best
practices

New hosting setup and 
content migration. 
Specific domain for 
investor relation's 

website Data backup, system 
and security checks, 
technical support, 

information updates

Design Hosting and domain

MaintenanceRestructure
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IR WEBSITES EXAMPLES
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OTHER IR MATERIALS
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01 02 03 04 05

Annual 
statement

Annual 
report

Press 
releases

Support with 
roadshow 
materials

Company 
factsheet
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MATERIAL DESIGN AND RESTRUCTURE
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Materials design
Design of investor relations materials such as corporate
presentations, quarterly reports, factsheets, annual reports,
sustainable reports, presentations for investor days or
conferences, among others.

Restructure
Detailed analysis of the current IR materials structure of both the
company and its peers to determine the ideal structure.

02
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IR MATERIALS EXAMPLES
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MIRANDA NEWSWIRE
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Local or global reach
We collaborate with Bloomberg,
Infosel, Refinitiv (Reuters) and local
and international newspapers.

Safe and efficient
We comply with the FTP to ensure
information security. 

Content review
The content of the press releases is
reviewed by our IR team, which has
years of experience in the market.

Affordable price
Our high quality service has an
affordable price compared to the
industry.
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MARKET FEEDBACK
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Perception Studies
Quarterly, semi-annual or annual perception
studies.

Weekly reports
Weekly reports on share performance, including a
comparative analysis based on a group of peers.

Monthly tracking
Monthly tracking of the evolution of the share
price and liquidity.
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TARGETING INVESTORS AND 
ANALYSTS
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Define along 
with the client 
the group of 

peers

Collect and 
process the 

peers’ data from 
Bloomberg, and 

analyze it in 
detail

Identify
potential

investors and 
analysts for the
company and 

look for contacts

We provide a 
presentation with

our
recommendations
and an Excel file 
with the required

details

3 421
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INVESTOR EVENTS
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Defining and developing the
subject and theme of the event.

Investor Days | Non-deal roadshows

Support and review of content
during the development of the

presentation.

Event logistics (in-person, virtual 
or hybrid) and technical support

prior and during the event.

Affordable price.

Approaching analysts and investors (current
and potential).

Providing a strategic overview of the company.

Logistics support at all times.

Insight on the market’s perception. Perception Study post-event.

Some of the advantages: 
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IPO ADVISORY
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Adivsory on the corporate presentation for initial or potential
investors.

Rehearsal presentations and communication training to
portray the company’s message in the best way possible

Roadshow: hybrid or virtual (Miranda Zoom)

Custom service to the
needs of each client
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IN-DEPTH IR DIAGNOSIS
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Investor Relations materials

Market communication

Stock performance

Results and strategy

Comprehensive review of all IR
materials to identify areas for
improvement

Analysis of the company’s market
communication strategy, including,
events, one on one meetings, emails,
etc.

Analysis of the main market
indicators, compared to a group of
peers, chosen with the company

Analysis of historical results and the
company's strategy vs. how it is
communicated
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SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
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Damian Fraser ⎮Partner

Damian founded Miranda Partners in 2018; he was Mexico Country Manager of UBS from 2001 to 2018, where he
oversaw the 180-person local Investment Banking, Wealth Management and Equity businesses. Previously he ran
UBS’s Latin American Equity division and worked as Head of UBS LatAm Equity Research. He was ranked as #1 equity
analyst for Strategy in Latin America by Institutional Investor for multiple years. Prior to banking, Damian was a
journalist at The Economist (economics correspondent) and at the Financial Times (Mexico bureau chief). He holds a
CFA Certificate from the CFA Institute, an MPA from Harvard University and BA from Oxford University in Politics,
Philosophy and Economics (PPE).

Ana María Ybarra founded Miranda IR in 2018 after leading the Investor Relations department of companies like
Genomma Lab Internacional and Grupo Sports Wolrd. Prior to focusing on IR, she worked as a financial analyst at
Protego Asesores (now Evercore Partners) and Umbral Capital. Ana María is an economist who graduated from the
Universidad Iberoamericana and holds a Master’s in Business Administration from the Instituto Panamericano de Alta
Dirección de Empresas. She also earned an Investor Relations diploma from the Universidad Panamericana and has
been ranked on various occasions for Investor Relations by Institutional Investor Magazine in Latin America.

MIRANDA IR TEAM

Ana María Ybarra ⎮Partner
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Marimar Torreblanca ⎮Partner

Marimar Torreblanca joined Miranda-IR and founded Miranda ESG on January 2020. She has over 15 years of
experience in Equity Research, specializing in real estate equity research for the last 10 years. In 2019 she was ranked
as the top equity research analyst in Mexico in the Real Estate category by Institutional Investor. She is also known
for publishing in-depth reports on corporate governance issues in the FIBRAs sector. Marimar graduated with honors
from the Economics program at ITAM, she holds the Chartered Financial Analyst certificate from the CFA Institute
and completed a Masters in Applied Math with a concentration in Operations Research from Columbia University in
New York.

Joe Leonard ⎮Executive Director Daniela Madrazo⎮Sr. Analyst Leonor Urquiza ⎮Jr. Analyst Ana Lucía Sors ⎮Jr. Analyst
Georgetown University Tecnológico de Monterrey Universidad Iberoamericana Universidad Iberoamericana

MIRANDA IR TEAM
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EQUIPO MIRANDA IR 

Karla Patlán ⎥ Jr. Analyst Carmen Barroso⎮Jr. AnalystJuan Pablo León⎮Jr. Analyst Cristóbal Garay⎮Jr. Analyst

Luis Contreras⎮Intern Viviana Armella⎮Intern

Tecnológico de MonterreyTecnológico de Monterrey Tecnológico de MonterreyHendrix College

ITAM Universidad Iberoamericana
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The presentation hereby attached was created by “MIRANDA IR” (“Miranda IR”). The information is presented in summarized form and is not meant to be complete.
There are no declarations or guarantees, expressed or implicit, in respect to the accuracy, impartiality or integrity of the information.

Miranda IR, in accordance to applicable legislation, has made sure that the presented personalized recommendation is reasonable to the client, as it has verified
congruency between the client’s profile and the profile of the financial product. Under no circumstance should it be understood that the fulfillment of the previously
mentioned recommendation, guarantees the result or the success of the proposed strategies in the presented document.

The information included in this presentation was obtained from public and/or private sources. The projections or previsions included in this presentation, are a
generalized recommendation and are based on subjective assumptions and estimations about events and circumstances that have not yet happened and are subjected to
significant variations. Therefore, it is not possible to guarantee that any of the results included in the presentation will happen in the future, in other words, it does not
guarantee the result or the success of the posed strategies.

This presentation has been prepared solely with informational purposes. No declarations are made in respects to precision, sufficiency, veracity or accuracy of the
information and opinions hereby included. Miranda IR will not be held responsable (either because of negligence or for any other reason) for any damage or detriment
derived or related to the use of this presentation or its content, or any connection to the presentation. Miranda IR is not responsible for the use or association with this
presentation, including but not limited to, any declaration, expressed or implicit or guarantees or omissions included in this information.

This presentation is based on facts and/or events that have happened up to this date, consequently any future facts and/or events can impair the conclusions hereby
expressed. Miranda IR does not assume any responsibility to update, review, rectify or invalidate this presentation based on any future occurrence.

The opinions related to this presentation eventually expressed by Miranda IR, should be considered only as suggestions/ recommendations to better operate various
topics related to the presentation.

All the information included in this presentation should be kept strictly confidential. This presentation and its contents are property of Miranda IR and cannot be
reproduced or broadcast in part or in its entirety without the previous written consent of Miranda IR.
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Ana María Ybarra

damian.fraser@miranda-partners.com

Damian Fraser

marimar.torreblanca@miranda-partners.com

Marimar Torreblanca
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